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SLS Incorporates eLearning Days To Stay on Track 

SLS Students Take Advantage of Learning Opportunity in Town 

Many teachers have taken advantage of bringing students to visit the 

Batesville Area Historical Society Museum which is within quick walking 

distance from school. The Batesville Area Historical Society museum fosters 

an awareness and appreciation of the Batesville area's unique history. The 

society researches, collects, preserves and promotes the material culture and 

history of the Batesville, Indiana area. Their efforts ensure that present and 

future generations can share in and understand their rich heritage.  

At the beginning of the school year, SLS second graders learned history 

about Batesville. They were also very excited to see vintage wedding    

dresses in the museum. Third graders visited the downtown portals to learn 

about people and places that made Batesville special. During the Christmas season, 

many classes enjoyed the train display the museum offered. A sincere thank you to 

the Historical Society members who work hard to provide this opportunity to learn 

more about the heritage of our town and Museum curator, Carolyn Dickman, who is 

always welcoming St. Louis School students with a warm smile and a wealth of 

knowledge.  

                

Recently, our little learners beat the cold temperatures outside by evoking their   

imaginations to create a warm and toasty spot around the Preschool campfire. In the 

Imagine Center, preschoolers had the opportunity to roast marshmallows and 

hotdogs to enjoy while communing with friends.  

Our wonderful teaching team also launched an exploration into animal science for 

our students. They learned about habitats and how God creates each animal    

uniquely to live specifically in their environment. Our Pre-K classes were able to  

experience how Polar Bears and other Arctic animals have adapted to live in their 

frigid environment by doing a fun experiment with blubber. Each class also 

made adorable 

Polar Bear crafts. 
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SLS Little Learners Corner: Preschool News 



Our Early Learners recently worked with mother and baby animals 

too, learning the names for baby animals found on a farm. They also 

talked about the differences between animals who live on a farm and 

in the wild. 

 

Animals provided a great opportunity to talk about sizing and        

ordering from big to little, as well as, introducing the concept of big, 

bigger, biggest and small, smaller and smallest. Pre-K classes also got 

to see animals in action through a visit to our Jr. High Science room 

with Mrs. Jones at “the Big School.”  

Preschool Open House 
Thursday, February 20th  

Early Learners (3—4year olds) 
5-6pm    

PreK (4—5year olds) 6-7pm 

 

SLS PTO hosted another successful dance in January. Thank you to FIVE Lights for putting on a great show! 

We would also like to thank Annette Swain and Linda Pulskamp for manning the front door, Chris Rudolf and 

Tony Greiwe for handling the gaming, volunteers who helped set up and clean up and to all those who came to 

support a great cause. We are excited to report we raised $2800 which will go directly to fulfill our 

teachers’ wishlist for their classrooms!  

We also have a long list of businesses to thank for their generous donations: 
-Batesville Liquor Co    -Newport Aquarium 
-Gibson Theater    -COSI of Columbus, OH 
-Indianapolis Childrens Museum  -FC Cincinnati 
-Indianapolis Indians    -Casey’s General Store 
-Indiana State Museum   -Panera Bread 
-Perfect North Slopes    -Kendra Scott 
-Holiday World    -Indianapolis Colts 
-Cincinnati Museum Center   -Tim and Marilyn Weberding                                                            
-Purdue Women’s Basketball    

PTO Dance Raises Funds For 
Teachers’ Classrooms 

As always, we could not do this without everyone’s help! 
Thank you for supporting our teachers!  


